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1. Learning O
6.1

LEARNING OUTCOMES:-:


After studying this module, you shall be able to



Know the meaning of monopoly and its characteristics



Learn how a monopolistic firm determines its equilibrium in short run and
long run



Learn why a monopolistic firm does not have a supply curve



Evaluate the output of a multi plant monopolist



Analyze the meaning and effect of price discrimination

6.2

INTRODUCTION

2. Introduction
Monopoly is rare and an extreme opposite of perfectly competitive market structure.
In a monopoly, there exists only a single seller where he/she sells the products to a
large number of buyers. For this he/she may charge a uniform price or may indulge
into price discrimination. The main advantage to a monopolist is that it has no
competitors or rivals in the market and hence, it earns profits even in the long run.
Let us study monopoly market structure in detail.

6.3

MEANING AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MONOPOLY

Monopoly means single seller of a product but it is really a very rare condition to
have a monopoly in a market structure, especially in the private sector. Since a
monopolized industry is a single firm industry therefore there is no distinction
between a firm and an industry in a monopolistic market structure. Hence the
demand curve of a monopolistic firm is same as the market demand curve.
Characteristics of monopoly:
a)

Single Seller of a product

b)

Barriers to entry and exit

c)

No close substitute of the product is available in the market

d)

Imperfect knowledge about the product and market between buyers and seller

e)

Price discrimination

f)

No supply curve of a monopolistic firm

However the main source of the emergence of monopoly is barriers to entry like
legal restrictions, patent rights, sole control over the scarce resources, efficiency etc.

6.4

SHORT RUN EQUILIBRIUM OF THE MONOPOLY

The equilibrium of a firm is attained at a point where the firm earns maximum profit.
The short run equilibrium of a monopolistic firm can be studied through two
approaches:


TR – TC approach



MR – MC approach

Let us do them one by one in detail:
TR – TC Approach:

Equilibrium of Monopoly through TR- TC approach

According to the Total revenue (TR) and Total cost (TC) approach, a monopolistic
firm is in equilibrium at the price and output where TR – TC = profit is maximum.
For instance, in the following figure, the firm faces a cubic TC function TC = F + bQ
− cQ2 + dQ3 (where F = fixed cost) and the demand function Q = a − bP. When we

graph the TC function then we get a Total cost curve as follows, similarly from the
demand curve we can get a revenue function by multiplying it with price and hence
when we plot it then we get the following TR curve.

As can be seen from the above figure that till OQ1 and after OQ3, a monopolistic
firm faces loss as its TC > TR. Hence a monopolistic firm earns positive profits only
between OQ1 and OQ3. Now the main question is that at which point or output does
it maximizes its profit in this range? This question can be answered in two ways.
First is that the point or output where the vertical distance between the TR and TC is
maximum is the point or output where the monopolist earns maximum profit.
Another way of finding out the maximum profit is through the tangency points on
TR and TC. As it can be seen from the above figure, if we draw two parallel lines
both at TR and TC then the parallel lines are tangent on TR at point P and at TC on
point M. now if we analyze this then this is the same point where the distance
between the TR and TC is maximum too. Hence the corresponding output at this
point corresponds to maximum profit. Hence, a profit maximizing monopoly reaches
its equilibrium at output OQ2.
MR – MC approach:

As we know that Marginal revenue (MR) is the slope of TR and Marginal cost (MC)
is the slope of TC, therefore this approach is in-turn an extension of the previous
approach. The equilibrium under this approach is shown in the following diagram:

Fig 2: Equilibrium of the monopoly through MR – MC approach
The Average revenue (AR) curve of a monopolist is downward sloping like a
demand curve and is also the demand curve for the monopolist firm because TR =
P*Q
AR = P*Q/Q = Q
Hence AR is the demand curve of the monopolist firm. Correspondingly the MR is
also downward sloping and have twice the slope of the AR, therefore it cuts the x
axis at exact the half of the AR. SMC is the short run marginal cost of the firm
which is U- shaped because in short run some factors are fixed and some are variable
and when we increase the production then the cost initially reduces because of
economies of scale but after reaching a minimum point of cost when the production
is gain increased then the cost also increases due to diseconomies of scale. Hence
SMC is U- shaped. Moreover, SMC is the differentiation of TC so when we plot this
on a graph we get the SMC curve as above. Similarly, SAC is the Short run average
cost curve of the monopolistic firm which is again U- shaped but it is below the
SMC, because SMC cuts SAC from below and SAC is the combination of short run
average fixed cost and short run average variable cost i.e. AC = AVC + AFC.

Now in order to be in equilibrium, a firm has to fulfill the following two conditions:
1.

MR = MC

2.

Slope of MR > slope of MC, i.e. MR should cut MC from below.

Looking at the above figure, MR = MC at point N, correspondingly the profit
maximizing point or the equilibrium point of the firm is N where a monopolistic firm
produces OQ quantity and sells it at OP1 price and thus maximizes its profit.
Now in order to find out whether at this point the monopolistic firm earns a positive
profit or a normal profit or a loss, we draw SAC and the point where it cuts PQ line,
i.e. at point M, shows the cost of producing OQ output. So as per this, the price of
selling OQ output is OP and the cost of producing OQ is OM. In other way, the total
revenue from selling OQ output is OP1PQ and the corresponding cost of producing
this output is OP2MQ. Here, clearly the cost of producing the output is much less
than the revenue which the monopolist earns after selling it to its consumers. Hence
the rectangle P2P1PM is the positive profit or the super normal profit which a
monopolistic firm earns in the short run.
The next question which arises at this point is that “Does a monopoly firm always
make positive profit in the short run?” the answer of this is NO, because there is no
pure certainty that a monopoly firm will always earn positive profits in the short run.
Actually it depends upon the cost which it bears for the production of its output and
correspondingly the cost curve i.e. the curvature of the SAC determined whether the
monopoly firm will earn a normal profit, positive profit or loss. Hence, given the
level of output the three possibilities can be:



If AR >AC, there is economic profit for the firms,



If AR = AC, the firm earns only normal profit and



If AR <AC, the firm makes losses: a theoretical possibility in the short run.



Diagrammatically:

Figure 3: A monopoly firm accruing loss

Figure 4: A monopoly firm earning normal profit

6.5

NO SUPPLY CURVE OF A MONOPOLY FIRM

Economists have found out that a monopoly firm do not faces a certain or unique
supply curve because a monopolist has a power to discriminate price, i.e. he can sell
same quantity of output at different price and can sell different quantity of output at
same price.
In order to show this, let us draw a diagram depicting a monopolist selling same
quantity at two different prices

Fig 5: Monopolist selling same quantity at different prices
As we know that a supply curve shows a unique relationship between the price and
the output and a monopoly firm the equilibrium output is attained at a point where
MR = MC and P>MC. Therefore under this condition it becomes really very difficult
to trace a unique relationship between the Price (AR=P) and the quantity supplied.

Now, suppose a monopoly firm faces two demand curves for its product as D1 and
D2, then correspondingly it will face two MR also. Since the cost of production is
the same therefore, it faces a single MC which is upward sloping as usual.
Now MC cuts both MR at the same point at E, depicting the same OQ level of
quantity to produce but when we stretch this point to their respective AR curves then
we can see that the price for the same quantity is coming out to be different. The
consumers whose demand curve is D1, gets the same quantity at price OP1 and those
facing D2 get it for OP2. Hence the monopolist can sell the same quantity of goods
to the different users having different demand curves at different prices.
Similarly, he can sell different output at the same price as follows:

Fig 6: Monopolist charging same price for different quantity

In the above case also, the monopolist sells different quantities i.e. OQ1 (to the
people having D1 demand curve) and OQ2 (to the people having demand curve D2)
at the same price OP.

Hence in both the cases, a monopoly firm finds it very difficult to get a unique
relationship between the price and output of the firm; hence it has no certain supply
curve.

6.6

LONG RUN EQULIBRIUM OF A MONOPOLY FIRM

The long run equilibrium condition of a monopoly firm is quite different as compare
to the other types of the market structure, as in monopoly there is no free entry or
exit of the firms and hence has barriers to entry and exit like patent, economies of
scale, legal protection etc., whereas in other competitive market, new firms can
easily enter and exit in case of super normal profits or losses.
A monopolist always has option to close down in long run if he incurs losses in short
run and can continue production in case of profits. If SAC> AR, then the monopolist
makes loses in short run and will go out of business in long run if the market size is
so small that no plant size can ensure pure profits in the long run. However, if AR>
SAC, then it earns a short run profit given by Q1 output in the following diagram,
then the monopolist will continue production and can even expand in order to
maximize its profits.

Fig 7: Long run equilibrium of a monopoly firm

As shown in the above diagram, AR, MR, SAC and SMC shows the short run
conditions of a monopoly firm and LAC and LMC shows the long run conditions.
The intersection point of LMC and MR curves determines the equilibrium output at
Q2 and given the AR curve, the price is determined at P2Q2, which is also the long
run equilibrium of the monopolist firm as the monopolist maximizes its long run
profits at this point. However the total long run profit is shown by the area LMSP2.
Note that, P1Q1 price and OQ1 output is the short run equilibrium where its short
run profit is shown by the smaller shaded area.

6.7

MULTI PLANT MONOPOLY

A monopoly produces homogeneous product and can expands its firm size by
operating in more than one plant. This is a case of multi plant monopoly, where the
monopolist can produce its output in more than one plant. For this we can assume
that:


A monopoly firm has two plants A and B



The cost conditions of both the plants are different



The firm is aware of its AR and MR

The cost conditions of the two plants are given and shown in the following diagram.
Total MC can be determined by horizontal summation of both MCA + MCB, which
is shown in panel c of the following diagram. If the monopolist knows it’s MR and
MC then it can easily determines its profit condition as shown by output OQ in panel
c of the following diagram.

Figure 8 (a): Plant A

Figure 8 (b): Plant B

Fig 8: Equilibrium under multi-plant monopoly firm
The output for each plant can be obtained by applying the profit maximizing rule,
i.e. MR = MCA = MCB. The profit maximizing output of each plant can be obtained
by drawing a horizontal line MR = MC from point E through MCA and MCB. Now
this line intersects the respective MC of each plant at E1 and E2 and hence
determines the output in each plant as OQA and OQB.
Now the profit maximization price is OP (determined at panel c) and that of plant A
is Oa and that of plant B is Oe. Hence, the total profit of plant A is abcd and that of
plant B is efgh.
However in the long run, a multi plant monopoly adjusts its size and number of
plants in order to maximize its long run profits. The monopolist makes long-run

adjustments when the existing size of the minimum-cost-plant is smaller compared
to the size of the market, and there exist economies of scale. If such conditions do
exist, the monopolist would adjust the size of each plant in the long run, so that the
minimum of SAC coincides with the minimum of MC.

6.8

PRICE DISCRIMINATION UNDER MONOPOLY

A monopolist always have the option to charge different prices of the same product
form different consumers or group of consumers, as he is the sole producer of the
product. This is known as price discrimination.
Consumers are discriminated in respect of price on the basis of their income or
purchasing power, geographical location, age, sex, quantity they purchase, their
association with the seller, frequency of purchases, purpose of the use of the
commodity or service, and also on other grounds which the monopolist may find
suitable.
There exist three types of price discrimination exercised by a monopolist, which is
given below:

1. First degree price discrimination
When the monopolist sells its output at different prices which different
consumers are willing to pay then this kind of price discrimination is known
as first degree price discrimination. In this type, the monopolist extracts the
entire consumer surplus and hence charges that price which each individual
consumer is willing to pay for that product because he knows the demand
curve of each consumer, so he can charge the maximum price which each
consumer can pay for that product to buy. For instance, a doctor, who knows
or can guess the paying capacity of his patients, can charge the highest
possible fee from visibly the richest patient and the lowest fee from the
poorest one.

2. Second degree price discrimination
When the monopolist divides the entire market or the consumers into
different groups, sections or categories and then charges different prices from
each section, then this type of price discrimination is known as second degree
price discrimination. This type of price discrimination is also known as block
pricing system, as the monopolist divides the entire market in blocks and
hence charges different prices from each block.

3. Third degree price discrimination

When a profit maximizing monopoly firm sets different prices in different
markets having demand curves with different elasticities, it is using thirddegree price discrimination. A monopolist is often faced with two or more
markets, completely separated from each other—each having a demand curve
with different elasticity. Therefore, a uniform price cannot be set for all the
markets without losing the possible profits. The monopolist, therefore,
allocates total output between the different markets and fixes different prices,
so that profit is maximized in each market. Profit in each market would be
maximum only when MR =MC in each market. The monopolist, therefore,
allocates its total output between the markets in such proportions that in each
market MR = MC.

Suppose, there are two markets A and B with different demand and MR curves. The
horizontal summation of both demand curves and MR curves gives the total demand
curve and total MR curve as represented in panel c of the following figure.
Given the MC curve of the firm, the point where MR=MC gives the profit
maximizing output OQ of the monopolist in panel c at point T.

Fig 9: Third degree price discrimination

Now the main question is how to allocate OQ output in both the markets in such a
way so that the monopolist can maximize its profits in both the markets. The profit
maximizing output for each market can be obtained by drawing a line from point T,
parallel to X-axis, through MRb and MRa. The points of intersection on curved MRa
and MRb determine the optimum share for each market. The monopolist maximizes
profit in market A by selling OQa units at price AQa and by selling OQb units in
market B at price BQb.

The firm's total equilibrium output is OQ = OQa + OQb. Since at OQa, MRa = MC
in market A, and at OQb, MRb = MC in market B,
MC = TQ = MRa = MRb

Thus, the equilibrium condition is satisfied in both the sub-markets and the
monopoly firm adopting the third degree method of price discrimination maximizes
its profits.
The third degree method of price discrimination is most suitable where the total
market is divided between the home and the foreign markets. However, it may be
suitably practiced between any two or more markets separated from each other by
any two or more of such factors as geographical distance, transport barriers, cost of
transportation, legal restrictions on the inter-regional or inter-state transfer of
commodities by individuals, etc.

6.9

DEADWEIGHT LOSS UNDER MONOPOLY

Monopoly not only causes loss of social welfare but also distortions in resource
allocation. The suboptimal allocation of resources and loss of social welfare is
known as deadweight loss, as represented in the following figure. Suppose, there is a
constant-cost industry which has LAC =LMC, given AR and MR curves, a perfectly
competitive industry will produce OQ2 at which LAC = LMC =AR at price OP1.
On the other hand, under the same cost and revenue conditions, the equilibrium of a
monopoly firm will be at point K with OQ1 of output at price OP2. The comparison
of prices and outputs under monopoly and perfect competition gives the measure of
the loss of social welfare.

Fig 10: Deadweight Loss under Monopoly

Loss of Social Welfare under Monopoly: The loss of social welfare is measured in
terms of loss of consumer surplus. The total consumer surplus equals the difference
between the total price which a society is willing to pay for the consumption of a
commodity and the total price that it pays for that commodity. If an industry is
perfectly competitive, the total output available to the society will be OQ2 at price
OP1 The total price which the society pays for OQ2 is given by the area OP1LQ2 =
OP1 × OQ2. The total price which it is willing to pay for the output OQ2 is given by
the area OALQ2 which is the value which society would be willing to pay for output
OQ2. Thus, Consumer's surplus = OALQ2 − OP1LQ2 = ALP1
If the industry is monopolized, the equilibrium output is set at OQ1 and price at
OP2. This leads to a loss of a part of consumer surplus:
Loss of consumer surplus under monopoly = ALP1 − AMP2 = P2MLP1.

Of this total loss of consumer surplus (P2MLP1), P2MKP1 goes to the monopolist as
monopoly profit or pure profit. The remainder MKL = P2MLP1 − P2MKP1 goes to
none. Therefore, it is termed as deadweight loss to the society caused by monopoly.

6.10

SUMMARY

This module has explained the characteristics of monopoly and how it is different
with the other competitive markets. As all markets have a supply curve, monopoly
does not have a supply curve, rather its MC is the supply curve. A monopolistic firm
may earn super normal profits, normal profits or losses in short run but will only
earn supernormal profits in the long run, because due to one of its characteristics, it
has barriers to entry and exit and hence if it earns losses in short run it goes out of
business in the long run else continue production. A monopolistic firm may also
have more than one plant where it can produce its output and can increase the output
from the plant which has the lowest cost in the long run, in order to maximize its
profits.
A monopolist may also engage in price discrimination by charging different prices
form different consumers. We have seen that there are three types of price
discrimination. At last we have explained the deadweight loss as the total loss of the
society caused by a monopoly market structure.
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7.1

LEARNING OUTCOME

After studying this module, you shall be able to


Know the concept of Monopoly.



Understand the concept of monopoly power and its relevance for economy as
a whole

7.2



Know the concept of price discrimination.



Know how monopoly succeed in charging price higher than marginal cost.

INTRODUCTION

We have studied that perfect competition is a market structure where there are
a large number of sellers who are selling identical products and each seller has no
control over the price it receives. But the focus of this chapter is on monopoly
market structure which is directly opposite to perfect competition. Monopoly is
defined as a market structure where there is a single seller i.e. no close competitor is
available. Monopolist has the power to influence the price it receives for the product

as he is the sole seller. In this chapter we will examine the implications of monopoly
power and how this monopoly power influences the price it receives for its product.
Monopoly is a market structure where there is a single seller and large number of
buyers. Monopolist being a sole producer of the product there are no close
substitutes available for the product it produces. Monopolist is a single firm in the
industry; thus the firm’s output is the entire industry output. The difference between
firm and industry disappears under monopoly. As a result, demand curve faced by
the monopoly firm is also the market demand curve for the product. The monopolist
has full control over the prices as there are no competitors in the market. Unlike
perfect competition, he is a price maker and not a price taker. And in order to have a
monopoly, there has to be barriers to entry. In other words, monopoly implies the
complete absence of competition.

Features of Monopoly
The main features of monopoly are:(i) Single Seller and Many Buyers: Under monopoly there is a single seller.
He is the sole producer of the commodity. But there exists large number of buyers
under this market as well.

(ii) Firm is an Industry itself: Under monopoly there is no difference between
a firm and an industry. So firm’s output is the entire industry’s output and demand
curve faced by a firm is also the market demand curve for the product.

(iii) No Close Substitutes: As monopolist is a sole producer there are no
close substitutes for the product it produces. If close substitutes are available then
firm will not be able to enjoy monopoly. Thus, the cross elasticity of demand for the
monopolist’s product and other producer product is very small.

(iv) Full Control over Prices: Monopolist being a single producer has the
sole authority to decide the price of the product that it produces. Unlike perfect
competition, monopolist is a price maker and not a price taker.

(v) Barriers to Entry: For a monopoly to exist there has to be barriers to
entry. If entry is not restricted then new firms would attract towards profit. More will
be the firms, more will be the competition. But monopoly implies complete absence
of competition.

(vi)

Profit maximization: The sole objective of the monopoly is profit

maximisation. This is achieved by producing that level of output where addition to
revenue is equal to addition to cost i.e. marginal revenue is equal to marginal cost.

(vii) Perfect Knowledge: The monopolist has full knowledge of market
conditions. Any uncertainty about market conditions are completely ruled out.

(viii) Price Discrimination: This is the most important feature of monopoly.
Under this a monopolist charges different prices from different customers for the
same product.
(ix) No Supply Curve: Under monopoly there is no unique supply curve. So
there is no one to one relationship between price and quantity supplied.

7.3

WELFARE ASPECTS OF MONOPOLY

We have seen under perfect competition that perfectly competitive equilibrium is
efficient in resource allocation and because it maximizes the sum of producer surplus
and consumer surplus. But the situation is entirely different under monopoly which
maximizes its profit by producing an output where price is more than marginal cost.
This results in higher prices and lower quantities and makes the firm better off and
consumer worse off. Monopoly is often criticized because it results in economic
inefficiency in resource allocation. Economic efficiency is achieved when resources
are allocated among production of goods such that it maximizes the social welfare.
Under monopoly, resources are misallocated and results in loss of social welfare.
When a product is sold under conditions of monopoly, the price that consumers are

paying are more than the marginal cost. Due to this higher price the monopolist
gains at the expense of consumers.

Figure 1: Dead weight-loss of Monopoly Equilibrium

This is shown in Fig 1. The perfectly competitive equilibrium would occur at point
Ec where price is equal to marginal cost. The perfectly competitive price is OPc and
quantity is OQc.
At price OPc,

Consumer Surplus = Area 1 + Area 2+ Area 3
Producer Surplus= Area 4 + Area 5

The monopolist is in equilibrium at point Em where MR is equal to MC. The
monopolist price is OPm and quantity is OQm. Now because of monopoly, price
rises to OPm and consumer surplus reduces by the area 2 and area 3. Consumers are

losing area 3 because output reduced to OQm from OQc. Consumers also loose area
2 because now price has risen from Pc to Pm and that area is now transferred to the
monopolist.

Producer Surplus under competitive equilibrium is the sum of the area 4 and area 5.
Now because of monopoly, price has risen to OPm from OPc and producer surplus
reduced by area 5 because output now has been reduced from OQc to OQm. And,
monopolist gains area 2 from the consumers because of higher price. The loss to the
producer is less than its gain. Thus the area 3 and area 5 are loss to the society.

The deadweight loss from monopoly power is given by shaded area i.e. area 3 and
area 5. The dead weight loss resulting from monopoly accounts for its Allocative
inefficiency.

7.4

PRICE DISCRIMINATION

So far we have seen that the monopolist charges the same price for the product from
all customers. But in several cases, monopolist sells the same product at different
prices to different customers even though the cost of producing is same. This
practice of charging
multi price is known as price discrimination. For example, if the producer of a
camera of a given variety sells it to customer A for Rs 2500 and to customer B for
Rs 3000 then he is practicing price discrimination. It is also known as multi part
pricing.
Types of Price Discrimination: Four types of price discrimination are:
(i) Personal Price Discrimination: Price Discrimination is said to be personal
when a seller charges different prices from different persons.

(ii) Local Price Discrimination: Price Discrimination is said to be local when
a seller charges different prices from people of different places. For example, a seller
may sell a commodity at one price at home and at different price abroad.

(iii) Price Discrimination According to Use: When a seller charges different
prices for different uses of product then it is called price discrimination according to
use.

(iv) Price Discrimination According to Time: When seller charges different
prices for the same product at different times then it is called price discrimination
according to time.

Degree of Price Discrimination: Prof. A. C. Pigou has distinguished between the
following three types of price discrimination. These are:(i) First Degree Price Discrimination
(ii) Second Degree Price Discrimination
(iii) Third Degree Price Discrimination

(i) First Degree Price Discrimination: Under first degree price discrimination,
a monopolist charges different prices from different customers. If a monopolist
charges each customer the maximum price he or she is willing to pay then this
practice is known as first degree price discrimination. In this case consumer will not
be able to have surplus because the price he is willing to pay is equal to the price
which he is actually paying. Under this, the monopolist can extract all the surplus
from the buyer which he is getting by threatening him with the alternative of getting
none of the good. Thus consumer surplus is zero (i.e. maximum exploitation of
consumer) under first degree price discrimination.

(ii) Second Degree Price Discrimination: According to Professor Pigou, if a
monopolist charges different prices per unit for different quantities of the same good
then this practice is known as second degree price discrimination. In second degree
price discrimination, buyers are divided into different groups and from each group a
different price is charged which is the lowest demand price of that group. This price
discrimination would occur if each individual buyer had perfectly inelastic demand
for the good below and above a certain price. For example, electric power companies
charge lower rates for the initial units demanded by the customer and higher rates for
subsequent consumption. In this case, consumer surplus is not zero.

(iii) Third Degree Price Discrimination: If a seller divides his buyers into two
or more than two groups or submarkets and charges different prices in each sub
market then this practice is known as third degree price discrimination.
When is Price Discrimination Possible?
In order to practice price discrimination, two necessary conditions that need to be
fulfilled are:(i) The market is to be divided into submarkets and each submarket has
different price elasticity of demand. A monopolist can practice price discrimination
only when he is selling in different markets in such a way that goods sold by him in
the cheaper market cannot be resold in the dearer market.

(ii) The market is to be divided into submarkets so that no reselling can take
place from a cheaper market to a dearer market.

Equilibrium under Price Discrimination: We are starting with the simple case of a
monopolist who sells his commodity in two submarkets at two different prices. Each
of the submarkets has demand curves with different price elasticity.
The price discriminating monopolist has to decide (i) how much total output he must
produce. (2) How should the total output be allocated between the submarkets so as
to maximise the total revenue and profits.
Suppose initially the seller is selling 100 units in each market. We also assume that
with this allocation, marginal revenue in market 1 denoted by MR1 is Rs 10 and
marginal revenue in market 2 denoted by MR2 is Rs 8. In this case reallocation of
units from cheaper markets to dearer markets is possible and monopolist could
increase its total revenue by
increasing the number of units sold in market 1 and reducing the number of units
sold in market 2. By selling one more units in market 1, the total revenue increases
by Rs 10 and by selling one unit less in market 2, the total revenue reduces by Rs8.
So by reallocating the monopolist is getting a net increase in total revenue of Rs 2
(Rs10-Rs 8). So:
(i) The total output produced by the monopolist should be divided between
the two sub markets so that marginal revenue in each sub market is equal i.e. .
MR1=MR2
(ii) For a price discriminating monopolist to be in equilibrium, total output
must be such that marginal revenue in each sub market is equal to the marginal cost
of production i.e. MR1=MR2=MC.

Figure 2: Price Discrimination

In Fig 2, Panel A shows submarket 1 where AR 1 and MR1 are the corresponding
average revenue and marginal revenue curves. Panel 2 shows submarket 2 where
AR2 and MR2 are the corresponding average revenue and marginal revenue curves.
Panel C shows the aggregate marginal revenue curve which is derived by horizontal
summation of marginal revenue curves of sub market 1 and 2. MC is the marginal
cost of production.
For a price discriminatory monopolist to be in equilibrium, the total output is such
that MC is equal to aggregate MR curve. The equilibrium point shows that ΣMR is
equal to MC i.e. the addition to total revenue arising from additional unit of output
when is allocated to the submarkets optimally is equal to MC i.e. addition to total
cost arising from additional unit of output. The equilibrium output is OC as shown in
Panel C. Now draw a line from point C towards MR1 and MR2. The point where
this line crosses the marginal revenue curves determine the output sold in the two
submarkets. So OQ1 units of output are sold in market 1 at OP1 price and OQ 2 units
of output are sold in market 2 at OP2 price and OQ1+OQ2=OQ.

The profit is maximised in each market by equating MC to the corresponding MR.
So,
In Market 1: MR1=MC
In Market 2: MR2=MC.
The total profit is maximised when MC is equal to individual marginal revenues.

The monopolist can profitably practice price discrimination if the market can be
divided into submarkets and each submarket has different price elasticity.

Price Discrimination and Elasticity of Demand: We have seen in Fig 2 that demand
is more elastic in market 2 than in market 1 at all the levels of output. And more
(less) elastic the submarket demand, the lower (higher) is the equilibrium price in the
submarket. This can be shown with the help of relationship between price and
elasticity of demand. We have seen that

Where MR is Marginal Revenue
P is Price and e is the elasticity of demand.
In case of price discrimination in Submarket 1»

Where 𝑀𝑅1 is the Marginal Revenue in submarket 1
P1 is the Price in submarket 1
e1 is the Price Elasticity of Demand in submarket 1.
Similarly, in Submarket 2,

Where 𝑀𝑅2 is the Marginal Revenue in submarket 2

P2 is the Price in submarket 2
E2 is the Price Elasticity of Demand in submarket 2.
And, marginal revenue must be equal in both markets.
MR1= MR2, so we have
𝑃1
𝑃2

=

1
𝑒2
1
(1−
𝑒1

(1−

)
)

………..(1)

(i) If e1=e2 i.e. the elasticity’s are same in both submarket then price
discrimination is not possible. If e1=e2 then equation (1) become

In this case it is not possible for a monopolist to discriminate.
(ii) If price elasticity’s differ i.e. e1≠e2 then price will be lower (higher) in
the market whose demand is more (less) elastic.

If e1>e2 then

Thus the condition of equality of the marginal revenues to be fulfilled P1<P2.
OR
If e1<e2 then

And for the condition of equality of the marginal revenues to be fulfilled P1>P2.

7.5

DUMPING-PRICE DISCRIMINATION

Dumping is the special case of price discrimination where a firm is a monopolist in
domestic country but sells a commodity at a lower price in foreign country.
Dumping is possible because
(i) Firm is protected from foreign competition by tariff and other import
restrictions.
(ii) There are no export restrictions. So firm cal also sell the good in the
foreign market.
(iii) There exists difference in the price elasticity of demand among the
markets.

Here we are studying a special case where a firm is a monopolist in domestic market
and faces an international competition in the foreign market. It is graphically shown
in Fig 3. Panel A shows the firm domestic monopoly which faces a downward
sloping average revenue curve AR1 and marginal revenue curve MR2. Panel B
shows the case of a firm in foreign market where it faces a perfect competition and
perfectly elastic horizontal demand curve. MR2 and AR2 are the marginal revenue
and average revenue curves faced by a firm in foreign market. Panel C shows the
aggregate marginal revenue which is the horizontal summation of MR1 and MR2.
MC is the marginal cost of production. The equilibrium output will occur where
aggregate marginal revenue is equal to MC at point E and equilibrium output is OQ.
The total output OQ is to be distributed in foreign and domestic market in such a
way that marginal revenue in each market is equal to each other and to the marginal
cost i.e. MR1=MR2=MC.

Figure 3: Dumping
In fig 3, for any output OM or less than OM, all the output will be sold in the
domestic market and firm has no left over output to be sold in the foreign market.
And for any output more than OM, the firm has output left over after completing
domestic demand OM, it will sell in foreign market at a perfectly competitive price
Pc. The equilibrium is determined at point E where aggregate MR is equal to MC
and equilibrium output is OQ. The equilibrium output OQ is more than output OM
i.e. seller is selling some output in the foreign market as well. Out of OQ units of
output, OM is sold in the domestic market at a price PM and MQ is sold in the
foreign market at price Pc i.e. OQ=OM+MQ. And price in foreign market is less
than the price in the domestic market, this is said to be dumping in the foreign
market.

7.6

SUMMARY

We have seen under perfect competition that perfectly competitive market
equilibrium is efficient in resource allocation because it maximizes the sum of
producer surplus and consumer surplus. But the situation is entirely different under
monopoly which maximizes its profit by producing an output where price is more
than marginal cost. This results in higher prices and lower quantities and makes the
firm better off and consumer worse off. Monopoly is often criticized because it
results in economic inefficiency in resource allocation. Economic efficiency is
achieved when resourced are allocated among production of goods such that it
maximizes the social welfare. Under monopoly, resources are misallocated and
results in loss of social welfare. When a product is sold under conditions of
monopoly, the price that consumers are paying are more than the marginal cost. Due
to this higher price the monopolist gains at the expense of consumers.
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8.1

INTRODUCTION

The word ‘dynamics’ means causing to move. Under dynamic views of monopoly
we shall restricted the scope to various comparative statics cases under monopoly.
Accordingly, we shall discuss and explore what happens when a monopoly firm
encountered the following situations:
i) Shift in the demand Curve
ii) Imposition of tax such as
a)
Lump-tax
b)
Profit tax
iii) Shift in Costs

8.2

SHIFT IN THE DEMAND CURVE

When demand curve faced by a monopoly firm, shifts above the original level
(MC curve remaining same), there will be an increase in the output. However, the
implications of such shift in the demand curve, on price depends on the nature
and extent of the shift in the demand curve and the change in its elasticity.
Therefore, the new equilibrium price would be indeterminate. In fact due to such
upward shift in demand, the new equilibrium price could be either the same (as
shown in Fig-a) or higher (as shown in fig b) or even lower (as shown in fig-c).

Case-1: No change in Monopoly price due to upward Shift in the demand curve
(With no change in MC)

Figure “a”
It may be noted from “figure- a” that despite the shift in the demand curve from
AR0 to AR1 the price of the monopolist remains unchanged. Further, as shown in
the figure “a” the output has increased from Q0 to Q1.

Case-2: Increase in Monopoly price due to upward Shift in the demand curve
(With no change in MC)

Figure- b
It may be noted from “figure-b” that as a result of the shift in the demand curve
from AR0 to AR1 the price of the monopolist has increased from P0 to P1 and
output has increased from Q0 to Q1

Case-3: Decrease in Monopoly price due to upward Shift in the Demand Curve
(With no change in MC)

In the similar way, figure-c shows how the upward shift in the demand [from AR0
toAR1] results in a fall in the monopoly price from OP1 to OP0.At the same time,
it may be noted that the equilibrium output has increased from Q0 to Q1.
8.3

Imposition of a Lump-Tax

In case the monopolist is earning supernormal profits, imposition of lump-tax will
affect the Market equilibrium by reducing the profit. (The impact is similar to
increase in total fixed cost, which is discussed in section 6.5 latter).As due to the
lump-tax, the marginal cost of the firm will remain unaffected and therefore, the
equilibrium in the market will remain same (provided that the lump tax is less
than the supernormal profit of the monopolist.).
8.4

Imposition of Profit Tax

The effect of a profit tax is very similar to the effect of “lump-tax“. The profit tax
also reduces the extent of normal profit of the monopoly firm but the equilibrium
condition remains unaffected as long as the profit tax dose not encroach upon the
supernormal profit earned by the monopolist.
8.5

Shift in Costs

A shift in total cost may occur, either due to a shift in the fixed costs or variable
costs. In case of a shift in the fixed cost, there will be no impact on MC and

therefore the equilibrium point will remain the same. Suppose there is an increase
in the variable cost, as a result of which the MC curve will shit to the left. This
would lead to an increase in equilibrium price and a fall in the equilibrium output.
This is shown in the figure-“d” below:
Impact of Increase in Variable Costs on Equilibrium
Conditions of the Monopolist Firm

Figure-“d”
8.6

Summary

This unit is an extension of monopoly market structure where some of the
dynamic (comparative static) aspects of the Monopoly firm has been discussed.
These aspects include, the implications of Shift in the demand Curve, imposition
of different type of taxes such as: a) Lump-tax, b) Profit tax and shift in the costs
of production of the monopoly firm on equilibrium price and quantity.
It is observed that, in a monopoly market, due to an upward shift in the demand
curve, the new equilibrium price would be indeterminate, though the equilibrium
output will increase. Further, it is discussed that the imposition of either lump-tax
or a profit tax will affect the market equilibrium by reducing the profit. Further,
it is discussed that due to increase in fixed costs will have no impact on MC and
therefore the equilibrium. Further, it is discussed that an increase in equilibrium
price and a fall in the equilibrium output would result from an increase in variable
cost, as the change in variable costs shifts the marginal costs curve.
8.7

Key Words

Comparative Statics Analysis: Compares two different outcomes, before and
after a change in some underlying exogenous variables. As under Comparative
Statics Analysis we study the change from one equilibrium position to another, it
can be considered as a cross of statics and dynamics.

Lump-tax: Lump-tax or lump-sum tax is a fixed amount of tax paid in one single
payment by the tax payer.

Profit Tax: Tax imposed on business profits

